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Griffith House, formerly Weroona and home to Peter Herrmann and family, now to be 
demolished to make way for development of St George Hospital (see story on p.7) 

Meetings and Speakers 

Thursday 14 March 2013 
	

Thursday 11 April 2013 
Show and Tell (bring along your 

	
Kirsten Broderick, Local History Librarian 

memorabilia) and Annual General Meeting 
	

Rockdale, Sans Souci, Sydney's playground. 

Meetings are held at the School ofArts, Bowns Road Kogarah, at 2pm. Enjoy the speaker, then 

the opportunity to chat over afternoon tea. A short business meeting follows. Apologies for non-
attendance at meetings should go to the Secretary, Gill Whan (9546 4623). Visitors welcome. 



Mondays at the Museum 
25 March 2013 - Alan Turing 

Wendy Cornish is a well known speaker in the area and she will tell us about Alan Turing, 
British mathematician and war time code breaker who came to a tragic end at age 41 years. 
Join us at 10 am for a delicious morning tea in the courtyard and then adjourn to the Kogarah 

Room in the Museum for the presentation. Cost is $5 which also gives you the chance to win a 
door prize. Please book as numbers are limited and it helps with the catering. Ring Adele 
Ryan on 9529 6730 (leave a message if she is not there) to reserve your place. 

Museum Roster 

March 2013 	 April 2013 
3rd 	Carole Tier & Ken Grieve 	 7th 	Gill Whan & Deirdre Schroeder 

Mavis Ward & Mary Williams 	14th Adele Ryan & Lawrie Corry 

17th Trudy Johns & Elizabeth Emerson 	21s'  Trudy Johns & Elizabeth Emerson 

24th Betty Goodger & Janette Hollebone 	28th  Betty Goodger & Janette Hollebone 
31St 	Cath and Leo Sullivan 

Hours 1 pm - 5 pm. Problems, contact Gill Whan, 9546 4623 or Elizabeth Emerson, 9579 4118 

We are always looking for members to volunteer for either a regular spot at the Museum or to go on the 
emergency list. Training given. Contact one of the Committee ifyou are willing to help. 

Committee 2012/13 (* denotes Executive) 

Janette Hollebone Ph: 9529 7117 
Beverley Earnshaw Ph: 9546 1091 

Mavis Ward Ph: 9546 5704 

Gill Whan Ph: 9546 4623 

Cath Sullivan Ph: 9579 6149 

Beryl Butters, Lawrie Corry, Trudy Johns, 

Adele Ryan, Carole Tier, 

President:*  

Vice President (l):* 

Vice President (2):* 

Secretary:*  

Treasurer: * 

Committee Members: 

Committee meeting venues 

4 Mar 7.00 pm 
	

Beryl Butters, 36 Louisa Street, Oatley (9580 6954) 
8 Apr 7.00 pm 	Trudy Johns, 2/900 Forest Rd, Peakhurst (9534 7737) 
6 May 7.00 pm 	Beverley Earnshaw, 15 Hamer St., Kogarah Bay (9546 1091) 

Annual General Meeting 

14 March 2013 

Nominations are invited to join the Kogarah Historical Society 

Committee. All positions are declared vacant and we would welcome 

new people, new ideas. A nomination form is included with this 

newsletter and all nominations must be received by 2 pm on 14 March. 

Send by mail or present them to Returning Officer at the meeting. 



An Item from the Museum 

THE EMU EGG 

By Beverley Earnshaw 

The Kogarah Historical Society holds a collection of thousands of artefacts which is housed in the Carss 

Cottage Museum. The inventory includes historic documents, domestic memorabilia, needlework, 
paintings & photographs, toys and a wide range of miscellaneous treasures. 

One of the most fascinating objects in the collection is a decorated emu 

egg, currently on display in the Kogarah Room and this has aroused 
considerable comment from visitors. This ornament is over 100 years 

old as the slaughter of native birds and the pilfering of their nests was 
outlawed in 1893 by the Birds Protection Act, an initiative of Sir 

Joseph Carruthers. 

Emu eggs are dark green in colour and the shells are multi-layered. 
Etching uncovers layers of different colours so that they may be carved 
with cameo-like artistry. This is a specialized skill. The average emu 
egg weighs 25 ounces and measures about 14 centimetres in length, 

roughly the equivalent, of 14 eggs of the domestic fowl, which made 
them an important food source for the Aborigines. However, 
Aborigines did not carve them but mixed the yolks with ochre to 

produce the rich yellow ceremonial body paint'. 

In the mid I 9th  century, objects made from emu eggs emerged as a distinctive Australian art form and 

enjoyed unprecedented popularity. They were usually mounted in silver and fashioned into claret jugs, 

condiment sets, testimonial vases, table centre pieces and a unique range of domestic ware. Articles 
designed to hold liquids were lined with silver plate to render them useable. But the most popular 
application of emu eggs in Colonial art was their use in sporting trophies. Such was the demand from 

sporting, yachting and racing clubs that manufacturing jewellers advertised regularly for supplies and 
for a while the price of emu eggs soared. In 1860 they were bringing between ten and twenty shillings 

each in Melbourne". Graziers supplemented their incomes by collecting them but plentiful supply 
reduced the price. In 1894 one man sent 1123 eggs to Brisbane to be sold for ornamental purposes, but 
they only realized twelve shillings per dozen". Emu eggs were legitimate Colonial produce and the 

price was listed under commodity prices in Australian newspapers. 

Boxes of emu eggs are recorded in the cargo manifests of every ship sailing to Britain in the second half 
of the 19th  century. Some Australian merchants commissioned leading London silversmiths and 
goldsmiths to incorporate them into objects of fine art before returning them to Australia for sale. 

Jeweller, T.E.Rudd of 350 George Street, Sydney, advertised - 

The undersigned ... has just received a number of very elegantly designed and 
superbly mounted Prise and Testimonial Vases, to an inspection of which he 

respectfully invites all patrons of Colonial art .... These beautiful cups (the whole 
of which have been manufactured to order by one of the first English houses), are 

richly and appropriately ornamented in solid silver (hail marked) ... the body of 
each is formed from an Emu egg, the interior being delicately lined with silver 
plate in order that the article may be rendered useful as well as ornamental ... 

Designs for the trophies were drawn by a young Australian born artist, whose name at the moment 
remains unknown. The eggs were mounted on a plinth or pedestal and surrounded by elements of 

Australiana, dingoes, emus, wallabies possums and Aborigines in various poses with their weapons. 
Yachting trophies featured aquatic birds, gulls, cranes and swans. Other trophies were mounted with 
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lyre birds and cockatoos, a sportsman with his dog or a horse and jockey. all of which were cast in 

silver. In 1890 the South Australian Sporting Register declared - 

Orthodox silver cups are now 'rather obsolete' and the new trophies take the 
shape of emu eggs mounted in sterling" 

Local flower shows introduced a category for decorated emu eggs as the craze swept the Colony and 
was pursued by both amateur and professional carvers". 

In 1863 a ladies' committee was convened to decide on a suitable wedding present to be presented to 
The Princess of Wales, Queen Victoria's daughter. The decision was for 18 or 24 goblets of emu eggs, 

set in Colonial gold with the Royal Cypher: 12 salt cellars and a pair of the largest eggs mounted for 
claret jugs, the whole to be mounted in a carved cabinet of Colonial wood". 

The Hon.F.Jennings M.L.C., a well-known Riverina squatter had a massive emu egg inkstand of 
Colonial gold and silver made for presentation to the Pope. 

Decorated emu eggs, as distinctive Australian presentation 
pieces, were shown at all international exhibitions. In 
1878, Adelaide jewellers, Messrs Steiner and Wendt set up 

a handsome display at the Paris Exhibition. It was wholly 
comprised of items manufactured in Australia. Jochim 

Mathias Wendt was a manufacturing jeweller who arrived 
in Australia from Schleswig-Holstein in 1854 and soon 
became a leading retailer and manufacturer of jewellery 

and silver. The display of this new and unique art form 
caused a sensation and the stand drew large crowds". 

Presentation ink stand featuring emu egg Aborigine 	
The popularity of the Australian emu egg as an art form 

and Australian flora andfauna made in Australia by 	predated the work of Peter Carl Fabergé by two decades. 
J. M Wendt c. 1880 It was presented to Richardson 
Campbell, High Secretary of the Independent Order of Faberge created exquisite masterpieces, many 
Rechabites. 	 incorporating the oval egg form, after he inherited his 

father's workshop in 1870. By that time Australian emu egg creations had been displayed throughout 
Britain and Europe. However, Fabergé's magnificent enamel and gold pieces would have been beyond 
the means of most people. 

But the popularity of emu egg art was to be brought to a sudden halt with the passing of the Birds 
Protection Act in 1893, which imposed heavy penalties on any person harvesting the eggs of native 
birds including emus. This would indicate that the egg in possession of Kogarah Historical Society was 

carved before that date. But the 1893 act was rather ineffective in that it was not policed and never 
enforced, however, it did put a stop to much of the commercial activity surrounding emu eggs. 

In 1974 the practice of carving emu eggs was again allowed. Those wishing to possess emu eggs require 
a licence costing $30 from the National Parks & Wildlife Service at Hurstville. The licence allows 

acquisition of infertile emu eggs from captive sources only, emu farms, fauna parks, zoos &c. It is still 
illegal to collect emu eggs from the wild. 

The egg came into the collection of our Society many years ago with no documentation or acquisition 
form. We would dearly love to know its history and are asking any of our long standing members who 
can remember it being presented to the Society to tell us its story. 

Bells Life in Sydney & Sporting Reviewer. 11.9.1858 
The Maitland Mercury &c &c 30.8.1860 p.3 
Australian Encyclopaedia Grolier Ed. 1962 Vol.3 p.390  
The Sydney Morning Herald 4.9.1858 

V  South Australian Register: Sporting 9.8.1890 
" South Australian Chronicle 16.11.1878 

The Argus 1.6.1863 
" Bendigo Advertiser 22.1.1876 

Northern Territory Times & Gazette 31.8.1878 
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KOGARAH HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR YEAR 2012 - 2013 

EXPENDITURE: 	 $ 

Energy Australia 383.58 
Teistra and Australia Post Box 749.76 
Insurance and Affiliations 2735.93 

Museum Cleaning 1144.77 
Museum Expenses & book purchases 2737.96 
Donations and Catering 1434.90 
Petty Cash 630.68 
Newsletters and Postage 1919.39 

Administration and Publications 824.15 

Total 	 12,261.16 

INCOME: 	 $ 

Annual Subscriptions 920.00 
Museum Admission 632.60 

Groups and Mondays at the Museum 925.10 
Outings, Raffles, Pens etc 1317.00 

Publications and Book Sales 1664.90 
All Interest 4114.21 

Total 	 9,573.81 

Signed 

David Shaw 
CPA 1443198 

NB: Originals held by Secretary 



KOGARAH HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC 
RECONCILIATION STATEMENT 2012-2013 

Balance at Bank as at 1 February 2012 	 3292.81 
Add Income to 31 January 2013 	 9,573.81 

Total 	 12,866.62 

Less Expenditure from 31 Jan 2012 —31 Jan 2013 
	

12,261.16 

Total 
	

605.46 

Bank Balance as per statement 31 January 2013 
	

605.46 

Fixed Deposits at St George Bank 
	

60,000.00 

12,000.00 

Power Saver at St George Bank (interest rolls over) 
	

3,220.22 

I have audited the records of Kogarah Historical Society Inc. and in my opinion the records are well 
kept and the financial statements drawn up for the period 01-02-2012 to 31-01-2013 reflect fairly the 

position of the organisation. 

Signed 

David Shaw 

CPA 1443198 

NB: Originals held by Secretary 



Farewell Griffith House 

- 	A group of about 30 people 
concerned with the loss of our 
heritage, met at Griffith House 

-r-- 	
on Sunday 24 February to say 
farewell to the grand old two- 

.. I- ______ 	
[ 	.- 	 storey Victorian Italianate Villa 

which has been marked for 
 

new Emergency Ward for St 
George Hospital. It was a 

Ij r 	 nostalgic meeting with many 
people dressed in black and was 
attended by residents who had 

formed the 'Friends of Griffith House', three Councillors, an architect, representatives of the 
Kogarah Bay Progress Association, Kogarah Historical Society and other interested people. 

Anne Field has been leading the campaign to save Griffith House and introduced proceedings 
by paying tribute to Peter Herrmann and the legacies he had left. She summarized the process 
that had led to this sad day outlining the extensive campaign that had been conducted, through 
letters, meetings and publicity. Given that the development had been deemed 'State 
Significant' the decision had been out of the hands of Council and was finally approved by the 

Minister for Planning Brad Hazzard, on the recommendation of the Dept of Planning and 
Infrastructure, on 29 January. 

The historical significance of the building, both for its architecture which was a rare example 
of its type in the Kogarah area, and for the history of Peter Herrmann and his imprint on the 
history of the area was highlighted by speakers. He will be remembered as a respected 
community leader who worked towards the incorporation of Kogarah as a municipality and 
served four terms as Mayor. He helped establish a Fire Brigade for Kogarah, the first 
swimming baths at Sans Souci, was on the Committee of St George Cottage Hospital and 
chairperson in 1903. 

He built Weroona in 1890 and lived there until his death in 1918. 

June Bullivant OAM had forwarded a poem which finished with: 

However, our Past is what makes us Today 

But Today is tomorrow's Past. 
We are the Guardians of the Future 

So let us not destroy our Future 
By destroying our Past. 

Another piece of living history which will disappear and only be remembered on searching the 
archival history. 

Gill Whan 
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Icck reviews 

Kogarah's Volunteer Heroes 
A Collection of Local Volunteer Stories 

Did you miss this? 

This small booklet of 44 pages published in 2009 by Kogarah Council contains short accounts 
of much volunteer work done in Kogarah by 51 individuals and one group - the priest from the 
Kogarah Greek Orthodox Church describes the ladies auxiliary group as the backbone of the 
church. Most articles include a photograph. 

It makes inspiring reading and leaves one both humbled and proud that there are so many 
selfless and caring people in our community ready to give so generously to those who need 
help. 

Proudly KHS can claim ten of these volunteers as members now or in the past. Those included 
are Beryl and Norm Butters, Ken Cavanough, Elizabeth Corry, Gwen Coxhead, Doris Hatton, 
Joan Hatton, Trudy Johns and Leo and Cath Sullivan. 

A copy of the booklet is now in our collection at Carss Cottage. 

Betty Goodger 

Writes of Passage 
Kogarah Writers' Group 

The Kogarah Writers Group has only been meeting for a year, once a fortnight at the School of 
Arts, but has just published, under the auspice of Community Development at Kogarah 
Council, its first anthology of writings. 

The book was recently launched by the Mayor, Councillor Nickolas Varvaris and contains 
contributions from 12 of the writers group including two of Kogarah Historical Society's 
members, Adele Ryan and Jill Howard. 

Arabella Lee, Community Development Officer from Council, in her introduction tells how the 
Writers Group "takes miraculous journeys each meeting - into memory, deep into imagination, 

into history and into endless possibilities" and on the journey the members of the group not 
only encourage each other but in telling their stories "they start to share each others lives —just 
a little." 

Each contributor tells us a little about themselves before their 'piece', which may be a poem, or 

a story. Stories range over mystery, tragedy and fantasy. One writer remembers her childhood 
visiting Carss Park, another the pleasures of beach life and holidays, a third is with her son in 
spirit as he fights in Iraq and her focus is the telephone. Adele Ryan imagines she is Sophie, 
the wife of Thomas Holt and what she would experience coming to this country from Germany 
and Jill Howard writes about The Night I Saw Santa. 

A book to dip into or read right through. Available from the Library or why not join the 
Writers Group and try your skills at writing. 

Gill Whan 
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Benevolent Society celebrates its 200 anniversary. 

On Friday 8 February, Paul Brunton OAM, Emeritus 

Curator, State Library of New South Wales formally launched 

the countdown to The Benevolent Sociely 200th anniversary 

in May. This is an edited transcript of his address. 
It is a truth universally acknowledged that a single man 
in possession of no fortune must be in want of 

benevolence. The other important bicentennial this year 
is of course that of the publication of Jane Austen's 
Pride and Prejudice and so my variation of the most Paul Brunton and Anne i/o/lands, CEO of 

Benevolent Society 	 famous opening sentence in English literature. 

The Benevolent Society, also 200 years old this year, is the oldest charity in Australia, as the 
Society proudly boasts. But I think we might go further. It is undoubtedly also the oldest 
Australian private organisation. The Church of England certainly was in the Colony since 1788 
but it was an English church. And as all departments or institutions run by Government, such 
as Sydney Hospital founded in 1810, were run by the British Government not an Australian 
Government, the Benevolent Society therefore is the oldest Australian organisation, private or 
Government still in existence. To reach 200 is well worth celebrating. 

The Society began in May 1813 as the New South Wales Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge and Benevolence. We know the names of the six men who founded it and their 
motivation was simply in their own words: 

"That, notwithstanding the advantages of the soil and climate of this Colony, aided by the 
humanity of the Government in providing hospitals etc., still numerous instances of 
distress.. .continually occur, which it becomes the benevolent to endeavour to mitigate." 

The leading light was the 27 year-old Edward Smith Hall who had been in the Colony for only 
19 months. Flail's father was a bank manager and the young man had been involved in 
religious and social work in Britain. 

The other five men - who formed the first committee - consisted of the Methodist master of 
the Female Orphan School, John 1-losking; a former Pacific missionary now schoolmaster, who 
had started out as a domestic servant, William Pascoe Crook; the master of the charity school at 
Parramatta, John Eyre; Edward Eagar, a lawyer, who had been sentenced to death for uttering a 
forged bill but this was commuted to transportation and he was only conditionally pardoned in 
the very year of the Committee's establishment. And last we have Jeremiah Campbell about 
whom no one seems to know much at all. 

As Professor Mungo MacCallum said in 1913 at the Society's Centenary celebrations, the 
Society was "started by some half-dozen men with whose names we are for the most part 
otherwise unfamiliar". 

Good intentions were not enough if those running the show were from the lower echelons. 
Smith Hall was himself slightly more elevated but was a bit of a stirrer and Governor Lachlan 
Macquarie, for we are in Macquarie's period, had taken a strong dislike to him. 

Enter the 47-year-old Reverend Samuel Marsden, the senior Church of England man in the 
Colony. He would not accept Governor Macquarie's emancipist policy whereby, after serving 
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Your sentence, you re-entered society with all stain removed. He even requested Macquarie to 

force all convicts to wear distinguishing clothing otherwise, as his Reverence said, how would 
one know whether one was speaking to a gentleman or not. This was so very important in 
Sydney in 1813 among a certain class of free settlers. Macquarie refused. But the blacksmith's 
son from Yorkshire was becoming uppity. Known to generations as the flogging parson', 
which some historians believe unfair, it is nonetheless true that he had convicts flogged 
severely and in fact illegally. 

He was naturally asked to join the Committee of the Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge and Benevolence. He after all represented in the Colony Christian knowledge and 
we would hope benevolence. He refused. The members of the Committee were hardly top 
notch. But much worse were some of the donors: Mary Reibey transported for stealing a horse; 
Mrs Anna Maria Crossley, wife of George Crossley transported for perjury; Sarah Howe, wife 
of George Howe transported for shoplifting; Samuel Terry transported for theft; and Dr 
William Redfern transported for mutiny. A gallimaufry indeed! 

Off Marsden trotted to Government House to wait on Macquarie. He condemned the Society as 
'premature, too comprehensive and altogether as useless'. Unbelievably, he denied that there 
were any beggars in Sydney and further 'that the class of men and women imported into the 
Colony were a hopeless race to reform either externally or internally - they were too subtle and 
depraved to be wrought upon by any benevolent institution such as the Committee proposed'. 
So no belief in the possibility of repentance there. 

Edward Smith Hall was summoned to Government House the next day and told by Macquarie 
that the Governor would give 'his sufferance but no approbation' to the Society. This was so 

contrary to Macquarie's general principles that his mind must have been poisoned by Marsden 
with whom he was having great difficulties at the time - indeed he always did. Perhaps he was 
trying to mollify Marsden 

There is also evidence that Macquarie was prejudiced against Edward Smith Hall although he 

did later change his opinion. He described Hall as "a useless and discontented free, gentleman 
settler" because he could not get his land cleared and cultivated and a house built at 
Government expense. 

Nonetheless, the Society did begin and indeed Macquarie relented enough in 1815 to become 

an annual subscriber but not the Patron and the Society remained without one. The first annual 
report listed 93 cases in which assistance was given including "a young woman, paralytic, 
deprived of speech and motion - tea from 1 January to her death about 21 May; likewise a 
shift"; "a man with a bad cancer which has consumed his face, mouth, palate and nearly both 
eyes - tea, and rent 5s weekly for the last 12 months, a shirt, 2 loaves and arrowroot from 1 
October to 31 December"; "An old helpless man aged 85 - tea and one loaf, for the last 12 
months, likewise two blankets and a bottle of wine". 

But in that first year the Society had accumulated a deficit of £311313. And thus the Society 
proceeded. By 1818 it had a debt of over £160. 

(to find out how the Society got out of debt and developed into what it is today, read our next 
newsletter which will contain the second half of Paul's address) 

Our thanks to the Benevolent Society jbr permission to publish Paul Brunton 's address. The occasion at 
the Mitchell Library was attended by KHS President Janette Hollebone and Secretary Gill Whan. 
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From The Library Shelf 

Can you remember - as E do - when there was no library in your suburb? 

It was not until 1939 that legislation in NSW encouraged municipalities and shires to set up 

free libraries, with financial grants from the Government. World War 1939 —1945 meant the 

scheme was postponed until after the War - and many municipalities were slow to adopt the 

Act. 

But people always like to read, so small collections of books were available on a commercial 

scale. Books were rented for a small charge. 

Did you ever borrow a book from the "Moderne" Lending Library? It was situated at the 

Savoy Theatre Building, 14b Ormonde Parade, Hurstville. It would have cost you 3d. a book, 

to be returned within 7 days. 

Betty Goodger 

Historical Teasers 

1. Which Australian was named the most valuable player in the US's WNBA? 
2. What animal is on the Western Australia flag? 
3. Which band has received an Australian of the Year Award? 
4. What date did 'new" parliament house open? 
5. Cate Blanchett has received an Academy Award nomination for what movie? 
6. What is the tallest waterfall in Australia? 
7. What was the name of Olivia Newton-John's chain of clothing stores? 

Answers: 

•anI 	ieo (L} PiO 
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Subscriptions are now due for the year 2013. They remain at $10 for an individual and $15 for a 
couple (a bargain!) A subscription form is included with this newsletter for your convenience. 
Please note that to nominate for the Committee you must be financial. Your membership entitles 
you to the 12 page newsletter every second month, ensures that you receive information on all 
our events and gives you free entry to the Museum on a Sunday afternoon. 

Also included with this mailing is our Calendar of Events for 2013. Check out the great range of 
speakers for both the general meetings and Mondays at the Museum. If you would like extra 
ones to hand out to your friends and perhaps encourage them to come along and join, we will 
have them available at the March meeting. 

We have had to increase our entry fee for general meetings to cover the cost of afternoon tea. It 
is now $2.00 (which shouldn't break the bank) and it still gives you a raffle ticket for the lucky 
door prize. 

We look forward to seeing you at the meetings and please bring friends and increase our 
membership base. 



Harvey Langford 

Member Profile 

Life started for Harvey Langford in 1930 on a mixed farm in east Cornwall situated between 
Launceston (famous for a Norman Castle, Phillip Gidley King and James Ruse who lived 

nearby) and Callington. Dad was a farmer as had been his forebears. He 
was a tenant farmer, renting the 180 acre property from the Duchy, a 
vast estate owned by successive Princes of Wales. Life was a struggle 
during the 1930s but with the coming of war things looked up for 
farmers, despite the devastation it caused so many others. 

The war left the family relatively untouched. They saw some go off to 
join the forces, a few of whom never returned, and had a nightly viewing 
of the bombing of Plymouth over the horizon. Even the rationing, which 
so many struggled with on a daily basis, didn't cause a lot of strife as 
much of their food was home grown. However, that doesn't mean that 

they were not short of tea, sugar, sweets etc, so they did have some privations! 

Harvey was probably fated to be a farmer or a veterinarian. After being influenced by visits 
from the local vet he did a 5 year course at The Royal Veterinary College in Camden Town in 
London. His first job was as an assistant in Honiton, Devon. He had a lot to learn and the 
farmers were at first a little reticent to have the 'young vet' come to treat the milk fever or 
calve their cow etc, but this soon passed. Whilst he was in Honiton he met Velda, his present 
wife, but that's another, quite long story! Two years later he accepted ajob in his home town 
of Callington but still saw Velda on free weekends. After another two years the repetitious 
work, early morning and late night calls, duty every other evening and weekend palled and he 
looked for something new. 

His uncle had farmed in WA since the 1920s and he decided to visit and work in Australia for a 
couple of years before returning to England to settle down. By a series of coincidences, 
Coopers, a well- known animal health company, heard of his plans and offered him ajob in 
Perth. After two years in Perth he left for a better job in Sydney to become, eventually, 
Technical Development Manager with two field stations - one near Badgery's Creek where 
most work was on large animal internal and external parasites and on grain protectants, and the 
other outside Brisbane with work on tickicides. During that time he married and had one son 
who graduated as a psychologist and he has two grand-daughters, both of whom are ajoy. 

His work entailed travel over much of Australia and occasionally New Zealand and South 
Africa. However, after 19 years things became a little mundane and with a young boss and not 
much chance of a move up he again began to look around for something new. 

This time the something new was Pacific Area Technical Manager for The Upjohn Company 
Animal Health, with an entirely new range of products, 13 countries and a boss in Kalamazoo, 
Michigan who gave him free rein. It was a lot of travelling - about 11 fortnightly trips a year, 
but it was very satisfying and the people were great, as was the food and the hotels! A good 
Company which he left with some regrets after 17 years. 

Now he is coming up to 20 years of very happy retirement accompanied by Velda whom he 
married seven years ago after considerable toing and froing between Honiton and Sydney. She 
left Honiton and many friends to join him in Miranda for which he is everlastingly grateful but 
she remains a steadfast Englishwoman. 

Ed: Thank you Harvey for sharing your story - the Society was pleased to welcome Harvey 

and Velda as members in 2011 and they have been regular attendees at meetings ever since. 
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